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Race like a champion
with the D815!
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D815 Tessmann Worlds Edition 1/8 Scale 
4WD Nitro Buggy Kit

The D815 is the most impressive Hot Bodies buggy 
yet, combining the brand’s trademark toughness with 
the winning features racers demand. This extreme 
off-roader is the perfect evolution of the D812, which 
powered Ty Tessmann to multiple titles in 2014, including 
the IFMAR World Championships, and Ty himself has 
been instrumental in the development of Hot Bodies’ 
newest racer. Included among the upgrades that Ty has 
recommended are new caster blocks and rear hubs, 
as well as rear roll center adjustments that make the 
buggy handle even better. Those are just a few of the 
difference-making features that club racers and aspiring 
competitors will find integral when vying for the top 
spot on the podium.

FEATURES:

• Extra-tough components range from a 3mm 7075 
aluminum chassis with a steel rear skid plate to 16mm 
Big Bore threaded coil-over shocks to 43/13 spiral-cut diff 
gears

• Ultra-lightweight chassis braces, diff gears, shock 
towers, outdrives and a Pro-Line® rear wing add to the 
buggy’s racing pedigree

• Monocoque suspension arms, stand-up servo 
mounting, woven carbon fiber steering arms and more 
keep drivers going in tough conditions

• Tuning options include steering blocks, rear hub carrier 
arms, sway bars and shock springs

• Orange anodized aluminum components add signature 
Hot Bodies styling

Length (adjustable): 14.8 in (480 mm)
Width (adjustable): 12.2 in (310 mm)
Wheelbase (adjustable): 12.9 in (327 mm)
Requires: engine, tuned pipe, fuel, radio, receiver, 
2 servos, Rx battery, paint, tires, wheels, CA glue

“We’ve put a lot of work into developing 
the D815 so it has more grip in the rear 
end and it feels better at high speeds, so 
it does exactly what you want it to do.”

– Ty Tessmann
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